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【Preparation of LA717-containing medium  】

1. Autoclave SphereMax; 1% (w/v) LA717 aqueous solution at 121 °C for 20min.
2. Cool SphereMax in an autoclave apparatus to around 60 °C. 

Caution: SphereMax must be in transparent liquid state when added to 
culture medium.

       Although SphereMax will be more colored by repeated autoclave, 
       no change in performance will occur within 5 times of autoclave. 

3. Warm intended basal medium at 37 °C. 
4. Add SphereMax into the fully-warmed basal medium in one shot at 33-fold dilution 

rate; final concentration of LA717 is 0.03% (w/v).
Caution: Don’t add SphereMax to medium drop by drop.

5. Immediately mix the medium with inversion 5 times. 
6. Add intended additive factor such as serum, antibiotics, and preserve the 

LA717-containing medium at 4 °C. Remix well with inversion just prior to use.
     Caution: LA717 sometimes precipitate in the lower part of the medium, but it has no
            effect on the performance.

【Cell proliferation assay 】
－Example of cell proliferation assay using 10%FBS-DMEM supplemented with 0.03% of 

LA717 on low attachment multiwell plates

[Cell proliferation]
1.   Culture the intended cells in growth medium (e.g. 10%FBS/DMEM) using usual 

dishes or plates.
2. Aspirate the medium, and rinse the cells with PBS (-) followed by trypsinization. 
3. Add the medium and disperse the cells completely. 
4. Transfer cell suspension to conical tubes and centrifuge (200～400g、3～5min.), and 

aspirate the supernatant.
5. Disperse the cells with 10%FBS-DMEM supplemented with 0.03% of LA717, and 

count the number of viable cells by Trypan Blue assay. 
6. Dilute the cells with the LA717-containing medium mixed by inversion to intended 

number and seed the cell suspension on low attachment 96 or 384 well plates (e.g. 
100～10000 cells/50～200μL/well).

7.  Incubate at 5% CO2, 37°C for intended time.
8. Count cell number by using WST-8 or ATP assay method.

[WST-8 assay]
1.   Add 10μL of Cell Counting Kit-8 reagent to 100μL of cell culture, and leave 60 to 

120min. at 5% CO2, 37°C.
2. Measure absorbance (450nm) with Microplate Reader.



                                                       

[ATP assay]
1.   Add 100μL of Cell Titer-Glo™reagent to 100μL of cell culture, and mix by pipetting 

over 5 times at room temperature to lysis cells completely.
2.   Transfer 200μL of the mixture to 96 well white/clear plate.
3.   Measure luminance (RLU) with Microplate Reader.

* In case of drug or additive factor screening
1. Seeding condition : 1000～2000cells/90μL/well (low attachment 96well plates).
2. Incubate at 5% CO2, 37°C for 1 day after seeding and add 10μL of 10 times higher 

concentration of test compound solution which is dissolved with 10%FBS-DMEM 
supplemented with 0.03% of LA717.  Mix well with 2 to 3 times of pipetting.

3. Incubate at 5% CO2, 37°C for intended time (usually, less than 7 days without 
medium change).

4. Count cell number by using WST-8 or ATP assay method.
 

                     * In case of medium change during culture
                     1. Remove 50 to 70% of the culture medium (50 to 70μL/100μL) by a pipette with care 

                     not to aspirate the cells.
                     2. Add the same volume of medium with LA717 and mix well with 2 to 3 times of 

                     pipetting.
                     3. Incubate at 5% CO2, 37°C for intended time.

                     * In case of cell collection by centrifugation after culture
                    1. Transfer cell culture into a centrifuging tube after mixing with pipette.
                    2. Precipitate the cells by itself with standing for 20 min. in an incubator at 5% CO2, 

                    37°C.
                    3. Remove 70 to 90% of the upper culture medium by a pipette with care not to aspirate 

                    the cells.
                   4. Add the same volume of medium without LA717 or PBS and centrifuge the solution 

                   (200～400g、3～5min.) to spin the cells down.



                                                       

Fig. 1 Image of A549 cells (human lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cell line) cultured for 
7 day in LA717-containing medium on low attachment 96well plates

  Bar represents 500μm
10%FBS-DMEM with LA717   

Fig. 2 Cell proliferation in LA717-containing medium on low attachment 96well plates 
(ATP assay)

Fig. 3 Evaluation of anti-cancer drugs using LA717-containing medium (ATP assay)

  

2D; A549 cells were cultured with drugs for 7 days on normal plates in normal medium
LA717; A549 cells were cultured with drugs for 7 days on low attachment plates in LA717

containing medium



                                                       

Fig. 4 Evaluation of anti-cancer drugs using LA717-containing medium with ArrayScan®, 
an imaging analyzer.
       

           
           ArrayScan® VTI            Cells cultured in LA717-containing medium

                 Sphere numbers (50μm in diameter)

A549 cells were cultured with anticancer drugs for 7 days in LA717-containing medium on 
low attachment plates and the numbers of spheres were counted by using ArrayScan® VTI.

[Sphere formation assay]
－Example of sphere formation assay using 10%FBS-DMEM supplemented with 0.03% of 

LA717 on low attachment multiwell plates

1.    Culture the intended cancer cells in growth medium (e.g. 10%FBS/DMEM) using 
usual dishes or plates.

2. Aspirate the medium, and rinse the cells with PBS (-) followed by trypsinization. 
3. Add the medium and disperse the cells completely. 
4. Transfer cell suspension to conical tubes and centrifuge (200～400g、3～5min.), and 



                                                       

aspirate the supernatant.
5. Disperse the cells with 10%FBS-DMEM supplemented with 0.03% of LA717, and 

count the number of viable cells by Trypan Blue assay. 
6. Dilute the cells with the LA717-containing medium mixed by inversion to intended 

number and seed the cell suspension on low attachment 96 well plates (e.g. 100～
500 cells/100μL/well).

7.  Incubate at 5% CO2, 37°C for intended time.
8. Count sphere number and observe its shape by using an optical microscope (e.g.

Olympus, IX-73).

Fig.5 Sphere formation assay of HeLa cells cultured in 10%FBS-DMEM supplemented 
with 0.03% of LA717

    Without LA717           0.03% LA717

Both rigidly and loosely aggregated spheres were observed on a low attachment 96 well 
plate in the medium supplemented with 0.03% of LA717 after 21-day culture by using a 
microscope.
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